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Digital Workspace Strategies in
an Increasingly Remote Worker World
COVID-19 created an unplanned event for businesses that were forced
to quickly enable a remote workforce. The business response for remote
work has challenged IT business continuity plans, created new risks,
and impacted technology decisions. This created the ideal conditions
for pursuing or expanding alternate endpoint strategies.

Criticality of Hosted Desktops
Hosted desktops quickly accelerated from nice-to-have to need-to-have.
current usage
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Did existing hosted desktop solution change due to COVID-19?
Yes, our hosted desktop vendor/solution

No, our hosted desktop vendor/solution has not
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changed as a result of COVID-19
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The Hosted Desktop Advantage
Hosted desktops eclipse the value of traditional models across all use cases, especially for security.
Desktop provisioning model better positioned to:
Hosted desktops

Traditional desktops

Neither is better positioned

Deliver solution to a larger population of end-users
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Shift to alternative desktop operating systems
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Deploy desktop environments faster
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28%

10%

Leverage the intelligence from the cloud providers for improved security
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11%

Help to achieve sustainability objectives
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28%

13%

Maintain access/connectivity during unplanned downtime

58%

31%
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Provide rapid access to OS and application features and updates

58%

31%

11%

Extend value of endpoint hardware

56%

Support application integration for merger and acquisition activity

56%

Improve user productivity

31%
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Change endpoint device hardware strategy
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36%

Meet data sovereignty requirements
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Support legacy applications
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Desktop provisioning model perceived to be most secure

Traditional desktop model

Hosted desktop model
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Putting the Employee Experience First
Employee experience is top of mind as businesses have accelerated hosted desktop deployments.
Top 5 priorities for delivering apps, data, and devices in the current work-from-home climate
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45%

43%
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Improving employee
collaboration

Simplifying device
security settings

Supporting more mobile
workstyles/work beyond
the corporate office

Identify effective work
patterns between
individuals and teams

Managing user
expectations of access,
device, and apps

Top benefit
of hosted desktops
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on the employee technology experience

Improved employee
technology experience
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50%
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Time savings
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Cost savings

21%

Significant increase in
employee technology
experience

Moderate increase in No change in employee
employee technology technology experience
experience

The Importance of Cloud
Businesses continue to shift responsibility towards cloud consumption models for hosted desktops.
How organizations support hosted desktop environments
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Preferred investment model for hosted desktops
Consumption-based model in which hosted desktops are
pay-per-use (such as a variable monthly subscription based
on resource utilization)

53%
Traditional model with upfront hardware and software/OS license
purchase and an annual maintenance charge

43%

Looking to the Future
Though the hosted desktop surge is tied to the uptick in WFH, most believe these will become
long-term strategies.
Effect of COVID-19 on hosted desktop strategy
Long-term strategy: we will only continue to expand
our hosted desktop footprint as we believe this
technology better allows us to support our employees’
computing needs regardless of their location

Short-term reaction: we will still have a hosted
desktop strategy, but fewer employees will use
this technology once the pandemic subsides

77%

23%
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100%

Three-year projection for likely desktop environment composition
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between hosted and traditional desktops
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Don’t know/too soon to tell

The Bigger Truth
For more data and analysis from this ESG research study, as well as insights into the short-term and long-term ramifications of these
shifts, read the ESG Research Report, Digital Workspace Strategies in an Increasingly Remote Worker World.
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